
PR-Z 161 · Chapel of San Jorge RoutePR-Z 161 · Chapel of San Jorge Route
7 kilometers away from the current Fayón, this place of popular devotion gathers in the
same space a chapel, a centennial pine tree, a recreational area, and a pond. Starting
from here, a cycling and hiking route through deep vales and forests in the direction of
the Matarraña valley. 
The scourge of the fire has also arrived here and its effects on the forest are evident.
The route, after reaching the river, progresses along the adjacent valley to start the
way back through the plains area where some of the most ancient farmhouses of the
area are located, such as Les Roques, del Viudo, del Povet, etc.

/15,9 KM/ D+: 275m/ 3h 45 min /Circular/15,9 KM/ D+: 275m/ 3h 45 min /Circular

The route starts from the recreational area of the chapel of San
Jorge, a place of devotion, located about 7 km from the current
Fayón. It leaves behind it a centenary pine tree and descends the
stairs that lead to a small pond, next to the picnic area. Here
starts the itinerary that will follow deep and forested valleys
towards the valley of the Matarraña.

A good track runs along the Vall de l'Assut/Matarraña, up to the
crossing with the Barranc de la Dern, an area where the effects
of the fire of the summer of 2009 are still visible. A little further
on, the route becomes embedded in the profound valley until it
reaches the crossroads. The track continues to the left for 1.3
km to the Matarraña river.

Once there it is possible to link with the route of the Lower
Matarraña that runs along the right margin of the river between
Nonaspe and Fayón. On the way back to this intersection, the
PR-Z 161 goes up the ravine or Vall de Pesols, a beautiful
wooded area dominated by Mediterranean pines and abundant
scrub. 

A fork to the right crosses the valley and begins to climb up to
the agricultural plains, where we will find signs leading to the
country houses in the area (Povet, del Viudo, de les Roques,
etc.). The route connects with the Camino Natural del Ebro,
beginning the return to the chapel and starting point.
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Panoramic view of the Matarraña river; Museum and recreation of the Battle of the Ebro; Popular architecture: Chapel of San Jorge,
17th century (fresco paintings); It is worth mentioning the centenary pine tree in front of the chapel and its singular
shape caused by the passage of time; Sea of Aragon, a magnificent scenery for fishing and water sports.

datasheet
Distance:Distance:  15,9 km15,9 km
Time:Time:  3h 45 min3h 45 min
Elevation +:Elevation +:    275 m275 m
Elevation -: Elevation -: 275 m275 m
Kind of Tour:Kind of Tour:  CircularCircular
Natural environment severity:Natural environment severity:  11
Itinerary Orientation: Itinerary Orientation: 11
Difficulty:Difficulty: 1 1
Effort:Effort:  33

services Fayón: Bar, Meals, Hostal, Camping, Rural Tourism and Store Information
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